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Third Grade News / Curriculum 09/30/22 - Newsletter

Stories:

Why We Celebrate the Fourth of

july

* Retell/Summarize

* Media Technique

The Flag maker

* Retell/Summarize

* Text Structure

* Content-Area Words

Foundational Skills:

* Decoding: /j/, /k/, and /kw/

* Spelling: /j/, /k/, and /kw/

* Fluency: Phrasing

Vocabulary:

* Multiple Meaning Words

* Suffixes –er/–est

* Review: Suffixes –y, –less;

Prefix dis–

Writing:

* Descriptive Essay

Math: Topic 2: Multiplication Facts and Patterns

● Mon. - Chp. 2 & Subtraction with Regrouping

● Tues. - Chp. 2 & Subtraction with Regrouping

● Wed. - Chp. 2 & Subtraction with Regrouping

● Thur. - Chp. 2 & Subtraction with Regrouping

● Fri. -  Chp. 2 & Subtraction with Regrouping

Science / Social Studies:

● Scholastic News

● Current Events-News

● Discussions

Enrichment/Project Work:

● TinkerCAD Medallion: finish, Pen: finish

● Hands on building projects: Rockets (air and straw designs)

● New project: air cannon rockets

Upcoming Events:

https://mrbrantley.weebly.com/news-blog

Happy Final Friday of September!!

I cannot believe we are already getting ready to start October….time is flying by!  That also means we are not just a couple weeks

from the end of the first grading period.  This isn’t a great concern, except for those students that haven’t yet turned in any book

projects.  I have been encouraging them to utilize books from the classroom, read alouds and even stories from our third grade

reading series as potential stories to create a project over…but some just don’t seem interested.  I reminded the class that this is

an actual grease on their report card….not as a threat, but as one of the long term assignments.  This is yet another lesson

learned in third grade….how to manage the long term or ongoing assignments.

We are getting a few things started with a new 3D printing project.  I was excited to print two more pens this morning.  I think the

students were happy with the results…I always love seeing their creations.  Next project will be designing something aerodynamic

to be launched from one of my air cannons.  This is always a fun time…one that I hope most if not all will participate in.

Unfortunately there are still students that haven’t completed lessons or their first project…they may find themselves unable to

participate due to incomplete work.  I’m not a college professor, but some assignments and projects in my classroom have

prerequisites…this is not to exclude, but to make sure students are trained and ready to proceed.

Next week we are welcoming a new student!  The class is very excited!!

I am planning on a few additions to math and some virtual hands-on math activities next week. Not to be a little secretive, but

sometimes surprises are fun.  The plan is to have a great week!!!

Have a great weekend!!!

BOOK PROJECTS: 5 projects due 2nd grading period. 5 due by Oct. 13. http://mrbrantley.weebly.com/book-projects.html
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Spelling & Vocabulary:

CORRECTED LIST FOR Oct. 3rd to 7th


